
The CETA drama: Entering the dark age of protectionism and nationalism?

Ladies and gentlemen,
First of all, I would like to thank Prof. Hilpold and the

Canadian centre studies for the kind invitation to share
with you some of my observations regarding the poten-
tial consequences of the Canada Europe Trade Agree-
ment (CETA) drama – as I call it.

In particular, my hypothesis is that we are entering
the dark age of protectionism and nationalism again here
in Europe – but may be also in the US.

What I want to do is to give you a short overview of
CETA and in particular the newly proposed Investment
Court System (ICS).

On that basis, I will make some observations as to the
CETA drama as it was unfolding when Wallonie took
the whole EU hostage by first not agreeing to sign CE-
TA, but only after Wallonie extracted some important
commitments from the central government of Belgium.

I will then conclude with some more general observa-
tions.

1. CETA and the ICS
CETA is the first trade and investment agreement

that is concluded between Canada, EU and its Member
States, after in December 2009 the Lisbon Treaty gave
the EU exclusive competence on Foreign Direct Invest-
ment (FDI) – which does not mean that the EU has ex-
clusive competence over all aspects of investment law
and arbitration.

Indeed, by the very fact that the European Commis-
sion has voluntarily agreed to treat CETA – and by
the way also the Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership (TTIP) – as mixed agreements, the European
Commission has admitted that the EU is not exclusively
competent.

This, however, collides with its previous held view re-
garding the EU-Singapore Free Trade Agreement
(FTA), which has also been finalized, although nobody
talks about that treaty.

Regarding, the EU-Singapore FTA, which is very si-
milar to CETA, the European Commission has reque-
sted an Opinion by the EU Court of Justice. In her re-
quest, the European Commission is claiming that it is
an EU-exclusive treaty.

Whether or not these treaties are exclusive will be de-
termined by the Court probably sometime next year.

Of course, it would be more consistent if the Euro-
pean Commission would not claim anymore that it is ex-
clusively competent.

The bottom line is that CETA will now have to be
ratified by 28 national parliaments plus a few regional
ones. This makes it quite likely that one or more of those
parliaments will refuse to ratify CETA.

In addition, CETA is also challenged in front of at
least two courts. First, before the German Constitutional
Court. Second, and this is one of the commitments ex-
tracted by Wallonie from the Belgian government, is
that Belgium would put CETA to the Court of Justice
of the EU for an opinion as to the compatibility of CE-
TA with EU law.

However, the funny thing about this is that Belgium
or any other Member State or the European Parliament,
the Council or the European Commission could have
put CETA before the Court long time ago, but nobody
has done that so far.

While Wallonie may have obtained a political com-
mitment, legally speaking it is nothing new or special.

The fact that CETA and other international treaties
are put in front of courts seems to be a general trend to-
wards asking courts to take decisions, which should be
taken by governments and parliaments.

Another important development is the increasing use
of referenda.

For example, in the Netherlands a non-binding refe-
rendum on the Association Agreement between the
EU and Ukraine was rejected.

Although it was a non-binding referendum, the
Dutch government and most political parties in parlia-
ment said that they would respect the vox populi – wha-
tever the outcome may be.

Currently, the Dutch government is trying hard to
find a solution, which would respect the outcome of
the referendum and enable the parliament to approve it.

Turning back to CETA: the organizers of the Ukraine
referendum have now developed an appetite for organi-
zing new referenda, and the next one will be about CE-
TA. At least it seems very likely as they claim to have
collected more than 190.000 signatures, while 300.000
are required.

Referenda – as the one on Brexit has shown – can
create political turmoil and can have consequences,
which may not be foreseen. Even the Italian Prime mi-
nister made his political future dependent on the outco-
me of the referendum on the reforms of the political sy-
stem, which will be held next month.

Again, this is a shift of the decision from government
and parliament towards voters.

Of course, one could say that referenda are the most
democratic tool, but it may not always result in wise de-
cisions.

Let me now turn to the question of why CETA and
for that matter TTIP, which have been criticized so
much.

One of the issues that has been at the centre of atten-
tion is the investor-State dispute system (ISDS), which
has been a standard element of bilateral investment trea-
ties (BITs) for decades.

Until recently, ISDS was unknown to the general pu-
blic and even to most lawyers and academics.

This has dramatically changed with some disputes,
which lend themselves for horror stories and bashing
of multinationals.

The first examples are the tobacco cases of Philip Mor-
ris v Australia and Id. v Uruguay.

Those cases concerned the requirement of plain pac-
kaging of cigarettes, which means all packages look the
same. Philip Morris was claiming that this violated its in-
tellectual property rights.

Those disputes were portrayed as limiting the policy
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space of governments to protect the health of their citi-
zens because of fear of claims.

The outcome of those cases has been dismissal at the
jurisdictional phase in the Australian case, while Uru-
guay won in the merits phase. In that case, the arbitral
tribunal fully accepted the position that states can pro-
tect the public health without limitations.

The second case is Vattenfall, the Swedish energy
company that has brought a claim against Germany be-
cause Germany decided right after the Fukushima disa-
ster that all nuclear power plants should be shut down
soon.

The case is ongoing, recently the oral hearings took
place.

Again, this case was portrayed as an example for limi-
ting the powers of government.

Things are not so easy though. ISDS is about compen-
sation in case of unjustified expropriation, not about li-
miting the powers of governments to adopt laws for the
protection of public goods, such as health and the envi-
ronment.

Indeed, ISDS applies the same principles as we know
from national constitutional law.

The state may expropriate for a public good, but must
do so on the basis of due process of law, in a non-discri-
minatory manner and must be adequate compensation.

That is exactly what ISDS is about. It is not about re-
viewing or invalidating national legislation, but simply
to check whether expropriation took place, which may
have to be compensated.

Historically, ISDS was invented to protect foreign in-
vestments into unstable countries, so from Europe to
Africa for example. Or fromWestern European countries
into Eastern European countries.

And the fact, that Investors from EU countries are the
most active users of ISDS, proofs the importance of it.

ISDS is not only used by multinationals, but also by
SMEs and individuals.

Some people say, in Europe and in Canada we have
good legal systems, so why would we need ISDS in CE-
TA.

Well, if you look closely you will see that not all the
legal systems are equally good.

We know that there are big deficiencies in for exam-
ple Italy, Greece and most of Eastern European Member
States of the EU.

In any case, the critique on the traditional ISDS has
been so strong that the European Commission has pro-
posed a new – what it calls - Investment Court System
(ICS).

This ICS would be a semi-permanent two-tier court
like system.

The first instance court would consist of 15 members
(5 Canadian, 5 EU nationals, 5 from third states).

Decisions would be taken in chambers of 3 members.
The important point is that it would be only the Con-

tracting Parties of CETA who would appoint the judges,
so the investor/claimant is totally excluded from this.

Also, there is no choice anymore regarding arbitration
rules and seat.

The appeal court would consist of 6 members.

The scope of review is very broad: it covers not only
points of law but also points of fact.

This means there is no finality anymore, but cases be
dragged for a long time, especially if the awards needs to
be recognized and enforced before national courts.

The question, of course, is whether the possibility of
appeal would actually invite more cases rather than less.

There are three other innovations, which I want to
mention.

First, CETA contains a closed list of the Fair and
Equitable Treatment (FET) standard as opposed to the
broadly formulated one, which you usually find in BITs.

This means that only breaches of the FET which are
listed may be considered breaches by the court, so the
court has no room to develop the FET standard.

Second, CETA contains the possibility for the Con-
tracting Parties to further adjust the FET list by common
interpretation, which is binding on the court.

In addition, there is the possibility of adopting bin-
ding interpretations generally for the whole investment
chapter, which may even have retroactive effect.

Therefore, Contracting Parties may directly interfere
with on-going cases.

I am not sure this can be considered compatible with
the rule of law.

Third, as is also the case in NAFTA, indirect expro-
priation for the protection of public goods do not have
to be compensated – except in rare circumstances.

The bottom line is that this ICS proposal represents a
shift towards giving States more control at the expenses
of the investor/claimant.

The question to you of course is: who is going to use
this potentially pro-State biased court?

2.The CETA drama
Now, let me turn to the CETA drama.
When the moment arrived for the Council to sign the

CETA text, it seemed that all Member States were hap-
py with the new ICS proposal.

However, suddenly Wallonie stood up and said that
they cannot agree with CETA until a number of condi-
tions were fulfilled.

First, they wanted additional guarantees for their agri-
cultural producers, in particular they were afraid of Ca-
nadian meat and dairy products.

Second, they wanted that ICS is removed from CE-
TA.

That demand was clearly not possible to meet because
it would require the re-opening of the negotiations.

Instead, as I already mentioned Wallonie obtained
the commitment of the Belgian government to bring
CETA before the EU Court of Justice. That’s all!

What is more important: the refusal of Wallonie
echoed the more widespread feeling in Europe that the
EU’s move towards globalization must be stopped.

The financial crisis has clearly created the feeling that
the EU is not delivering what it promised to do: namely
to bring jobs and prosperity.

The critique against mega-trade deals, in particular
TTIP, is of course not limited to Wallonie.

Here in Austria, but also in Germany, the Nether-
lands and France, there is no appetite for these deals. Al-
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though, yesterday at the occasion of the visit of Mr Oba-
ma, Ms Merkel emphasized again the importance of
TTIP. She said there is no way back from globalization.

In contrast, French trade minister Fekl recently ar-
gued that the European Commission cannot negotiate
anymore alone, but national experts of the Member Sta-
tes must be involved.

And also national parliaments must have a greater say
regarding trade deals.

The same voice of taking back control is heard in ma-
ny countries across the EU and most visibly in the UK
after Brexit and now also in the US after Mr Trump
has been elected new President.

And if you see the high unemployment in Italy, Spain
and France, it is understandable that people and govern-
ments are turning away from the EU.

My main point today is that the CETA drama is a
clear signpost that we have indeed entered the dark ages
of protectionism and nationalism.

CETA is far from a done deal.
TTIP is not coming with Mr Trump as new US Pre-

sident.
What did the EU deliver in terms of trade and invest-

ment deals after 7 years of having received the compe-
tence? Not very much.

Instead, we see a stronger role of Member States in
the EU’s trade policy, which may even go as far as a re-
nationalization of that competence.

Even if that does not happen, the increasing involve-
ment of Member States will undermine the negotiation
power of the EU vis-à-vis the US or China.

Ironically strengthening the bargaining power was the
very reason why the EU was given exclusive trade and
investment competence.

Indeed, if the UK really leaves the EU, that fact alone
will significantly weaken the EU, since the UK economy
is so important.

3.General concluding observations
Let me conclude with some general observations.
Can globalization be stopped?
Can the googles, apples and easyjets be stopped?
Will CETA or TTIP make any difference?
Here I agree with Ms Merkel and Mr Obama: there is

no way back from globalization.
Was Wallonie really against ISDS or CETA?
Of course not, they don’t even know what it is!
Wallonie was against the general feeling of not ha-

ving any control anymore over major decisions.
As I said before, it is a signal that large parts of the

voters feel lost and want control back.
That is also the reason for Brexit and the election of

Mr Trump, and may be the election of Mrs Le Pen in
France.

People are afraid of losing their national identity.
What can the EU do about it?
In my view, regionalization and localization must be

strengthened.
Here consumers and producers play an important role.
Buy locally made products; the share economy is ano-

ther way of becoming more independent from global tra-
de.

This means decision-making powers must be taken
away from the EU and brought back to the national
and regional level.

This would also enable to accommodate differences
between the Member States.

The European Commission must accept that Greece
will never be like Germany and Italy never like Sweden.

If that is accepted, trade and investment deals such as
CETA and TTIP are something of the past, at least until
the dark ages are over.

I am sure that in a decade or so the pendulum will
swing back again and there will be again appetite for glo-
bal trade and investment deals.

For the time being, it seems we must let the nationa-
lists and protectionists take over and make a mess of it,
so that the more reasonable and internationally minded
people can rebuild everything again.

So, we must stay positive and remain patient.
Thank you very much!

Nikos Lavranos, Secretary-General of the European Fe-
deration for Investment Law and Arbitration (EFILA)
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